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Tell Me Your Dreams
OPERATION DOOMSDAY ACTIVATE

The Thief Who Couldn't Sleep
If America had a royal family, the Taylor Winthrops would wear the crown. The
popular, charismatic Winthrops have captured the imagination of the world with
their public service, their enormous charity, and their glamorous lives. But in the
period of one year., all five members of the family are killed in a series of
accidents. Beautiful young anchor woman Dana Evans begins an investigation and
starts unraveling compelling evidence that she can hardly believe. In her
determined pursuit of the truth, Dana never anticipated the cat-and-mouse chase
that leads her through a half dozen countries in search of a remorseless killer. As
she closes in on her suspect, the shocking secrets she uncovers place Dana and
her young son in dire jeopardy. Can Dana outwit her pursuers and expose the truth
that will astound the world? A dynamite thriller filled with all the elements that
have made his previous works phenomenal bestsellers) The Sky Is Falling is Sidney
Sheldon at his sizzling best.

The Adventures of Drippy, the Runaway Raindrop
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sidney Sheldon’s most popular and enduring
heroine—Tracy Whitney of If Tomorrow Comes and Sidney Sheldon’s Chasing
Tomorrow—is back with another story of heart-stopping twists and breathtaking
action. Once upon a time, Tracy Whitney was one of the best thieves in the
business. Then she settled down, had a baby, and planned to spend the rest of her
days quietly, living anonymously, devoted to her son. But tragic news has forced
Tracy to face her greatest nightmare. Now, with nothing left to protect, she returns
to the hunt—and she’s more dangerous than ever. Tracy is not the only woman
with a dark and dangerous past. The world faces a new terror threat from a group
of global hackers intent on the collapse of capitalism and private wealth and the
creation of a new world order. When this group turn to violence, with deadly effect,
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the mysterious woman pulling their strings becomes the CIA’s public enemy
number one. Only one clever and ruthless woman is capable of tracking down the
terrorist: Tracy. But as Tracy discovers, the truth proves as elusive as her target.
Hampered by corruption and enemies masked as allies, Tracy will be pushed to the
brink, where she must face her darkest demons. But just how reckless will a person
become when she have nothing left to lose?

Las Arenas Del Tiempo / The Sands of Time
Our newest ambassador to an Iron Curtain country, Mary Ashley has been marked
for death by the world's most proficient assassin. Only two people can offer her
help. And one of them wants to kill her.

Sidney Sheldon’s Angel of the Dark
Somebody was watching her She had read about stalkers, but they belonged in a
different, faraway world. She had no idea who it could be, who would want to harm
her. She was trying desperately not to panic, but lately her sleep had been filled
with nightmares, and she had awakened each morning with a feeling of impending
doom. Thus begins Sidney Sheldon's chilling new novel, Tell Me Your Dreams.
Three beautiful young women are suspected of committing a series of brutal
murders. The police make an arrest that leads to one of the most bizarre murder
trials of the century. Based on actual events, Sheldon's novel races from London to
Rome to the city of Quebec to San Francisco, with a climax that will leave the
reader stunned.

The Sands of Time
New York Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank evokes a lush plantation
in the heart of modern-day South Carolina-where family ties and hidden truths run
as deep and dark as the mighty Edisto River. Caroline Wimbley Levine always
swore she'd never go home again. But now, at her brother's behest, she has
returned to South Carolina to see about Mother-only to find that the years have not
changed the Queen of Tall Pines Plantation. Miss Lavinia is as maddeningly
eccentric as ever-and absolutely will not suffer the questionable advice of her
children. This does not surprise Caroline. Nor does the fact that Tall Pines is still
brimming with scandals and secrets, betrayals and lies. But she soon discovers
that something is different this time around. It lies somewhere in the distance
between her and her mother-and in her understanding of what it means to come
home.

The Sky Is Falling
Set in London and Greece, this is the sequel to Sidney Sheldon's The Other Side of
Midnight.

Memories of Midnight
a continuation of the celebrated story of intrigue, treachery and adventure at sea
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begun in Erskine Childers' epoch-making thriller The Riddle of the Sands, this
affectionate tribute to the world's first spy novel is a brilliantly original, utterly
enthralling thriller in its own right.

Sidney Sheldon's The Silent Widow
Jill Castle comes to Hollywood to be a star and becomes involved with Toby
Temple, a super star plagued by suspicion and distrust.

The Stars Shine Down
When Nyssa is kidnapped, the Doctor and Tegan must stop the plans of Sadan
Rassul in order to save her and the future of England.

Sidney Sheldon’s Mistress of the Game
Evan Michael Tanner hasn't slept in more than a decade—not since a small piece of
battlefield shrapnel invaded his skull and obliterated his brain's sleep center. Still,
he's managed to find numerous inventive ways to occupy his waking hours. Tanner
is a card-carrying member of hundreds of international organizations, from the
Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Order to the Flat Earth Society—not because he
believes in their myriad lost causes, he's simply a joiner by nature. Besides, it gives
him something to do. The Russians think Tanner is a CIA operative on a covert
mission. The CIA is certain he's a Soviet agent. Actually, he's in Turkey pursuing a
fortune in hidden Armenian gold. But Tanner's up for anything, including a little
spycraft, if it helps him reach his big payday. And if need be, he'll even start a
small revolution . . .

Sidney Sheldon's After the Darkness LP
Lovely, idealistic Tracy Whitney is framed into a fifteen year sentence in an escapeproof penitentiary. With dazzling ingenuity she fights back to destroy the
untouchable crime lords who put her there. With her intelligence and beauty as her
only weapons, Tracy embarks on a series of extraordinary escapades that sweep
her across the globe. In an explosive confrontation Tracy meets her equal in
irresistible Jeff Stevens, whose past is as colorful as Tracy's.

Nothing Lasts Forever
“Ice Hunt will make your toes curl and your free hand clutch the armchair as you
speed through the pages.” —Tampa Tribune A classic adventure from James
Rollins, the author of The Doomsday Key, The Last Oracle, The Judas Strain, Black
Order, and other pulse-pounding, New York Times bestselling thrillers, Ice Hunt
carries readers to the top of the world, where nothing can survive…except fear.

Rage of Angels with Bonus Material
Are you a slave to your to-do list? At the end of the day, is your list longer than
when you started? Are you awash in a sea of sticky notes and memos? Stop!
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Instead of listing your important tasks, schedule them with a start time and end
time. This will help you create a mini-plan for each task, and a workable,
productive agenda for your day. This is just one tip from Time Management,
Second Edition. And there's more-a lot more. You'll learn how to: Distinguish
between the important and the urgent Say "No" and avoid time-wasting tasks
Delegate for greater productivity Communicate more effectively Understand the
many time-management software programs available Cope with stress This book
provides both a framework for building a personal time philosophy and the realworld tips and techniques for becoming more efficient and productive. You have
more time than you think. Time Management, Second Edition will help you find it.
Richard Walsh is a publishing professional who specializes in career books. He edits
the annual National JobBank. He lives in Boston.

The Other Side of Me
A worldwide bestseller first published in 1980, this novel tells the story of Jennifer
Parker, a successful lawyer who is loved by two men, one a politician, the other, a
mafia don.

Are You Afraid of the Dark?
Bloodline is one of the best of Sheldon's blockbuster thrillers. Roffe and Sons is a
family firm, an international empire filled with desperate, cash-hungry family
members. At its head was one of the wealthiest men in the world—a man who has
just died in a mysterious accident and left his daughter, Elizabeth, in control of the
company. Now as this intelligent, tough, and gorgeous woman dares to save—not
sell—Roffe and Sons, she will have to outwit those who secretly want her power . . .
and the unknown assassin who wants her life. Bloodline is a sweeping novel of high
financial intrigue on three continents, love, murder, danger, and suspense.

The Carpetbaggers
Lara Cameron, a young and beautiful tycoon, has worked relentlessly for success,
power and control of her career and personal relationships. She doesn't know that
a discarded lover has vengeance in mind.

Windmills of the Gods
Four nuns, suddenly severed from the security of convent life by the turbulence of
Spanish political unrest, find themselves fighting their enemies and their own
desires and struggling to sustain their friendship and their lives.

Bloodline
New York Times bestselling author Tilly Bagshawe, continuing the enduring legacy
of #1 bestselling suspense author Sidney Sheldon, is back with a new tale of
glamour, suspense, and unexpected twists in Sidney Sheldon’s The Silent Widow. A
young American au pair, Charlotte Clancy, vanishes without a trace in Mexico City.
The case is left cold, but its legacy will be devastating. A decade later, LA is shaken
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by a spate of violent murders. Psychologist Nikki Roberts is the common link
between the victims, her patients at the heart of this treacherous web. When
someone makes an attempt on Nikki’s life, it’s clear she is a marked woman. Nikki
makes a living out of reading people, drawing out their secrets, but the key to this
shocking pattern eludes her. With the police at a dead end Nikki drafts in Derek
Williams, a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. Williams was
thwarted in the notorious Charlotte Clancy case all those years ago, but what he
unearths in LA—and the mention of one name in particular—leaves him cold, and
takes him on a dangerous path into the past. A shadowy manipulator has brought
his deadly game to the streets of LA. In a crime spanning generations, it seems
Nikki Roberts knows all too much—and a ruthless killer knows the price of her
silence. In this crooked city, where enemies and friends are one and the same,
Nikki must be the master of her own escape

The Best Laid Plans
The Naked Face
Judd Stevens is a psychoanalyst faced with the most critical case of his life. If he
does not penetrate the mind of a murderer he will find himself arrested for murder
or murdered himself Two people closely involved with Dr. Stevens have already
been killed. Is one of the doctor's patients responsible? Someone overwhelmed by
his problems? A neurotic driven by compulsion? A madman? Before the murderer
strikes again, Judd must strip away the mask of innocence the criminal wears,
uncover the inner emotions, fears, and desires, to expose . . .

The Other Side of Midnight
A beautiful woman attends a family gathering following the mysterious death of
Harry Stanford, claiming to be his long-lost child and stating her rights to a share of
the tycoon's estate, in a hypnotic, roller-coaster novel.

Sidney Sheldon's Reckless
Racing from the life-and-death decisions of a big San Francisco hospital to the
tension-packed fireworks of a murder trial, this story lays bare the ambitions and
fears of healers and killers, lovers and betrayers. As the book surges toward its
unpredictable climax, Sidney Sheldon proves once again that no reader can
outguess the master of the unexpected.

The Shadow in the Sands
All around the globe, people are being reported dead or missing. In Berlin, a
woman vanishes from the city streets. In Paris, a man plunges from the Eiffel
Tower. In Denver, a small plane crashes into the mountains. In Manhattan, a body
washes ashore along the East River. At first these seem to be random incidents,
but the police soon discover that all four of the victims are connected to Kingsley
International Group (KIG), the largest think tank in the world. Kelly Harris and
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Diane Stevens—young widows of two of the victims—encounter each other in New
York, where they have been asked to meet with Tanner Kingsley, the head of KIG.
He assures them that he is using all available resources to find out who is behind
the mysterious deaths of their husbands. But he may be too late. Someone is
intent on murdering both women, and they suffer a harrowing series of near
escapes. Who is trying to kill them and why? Forced together for protection,
suspicious of each other and everyone around them, and trying to find answers for
themselves, the two widows embark on a terrifying game of cat and mouse against
the unknown forces out to destroy them. Taut with suspense and vivid
characterization, full of shocking twists, and with an unnervingly realistic premise
that could alter all of our lives, the long-awaited Are You Afraid of the Dark? is
Sidney Sheldon at the top of his game.

The Sands of Time
Sidney Sheldon’s The Tides of Memory
Sidney Sheldon returns with a tale of two equally determined people headed on a
collision course. One the governor of a small southern state, Oliver Russell is a man
with a strategy to win the White House. The other is the beautiful and ambitious
Leslie Stewart, a woman intent on seeing him lose everything. Soon they will both
discover that even the best laid plans can go dangerously astray--with deadly
consequences.

Voodoo River
After being accused and acquitted in the death of his girlfriend, seventeen-year-old
David is sent to live with his aunt, uncle, and young cousin to avoid the media
frenzy. But all is not well at his relatives? house. His aunt and uncle are not
speaking, and twelve-year-old Lily seems intent on making David?s life a torment.
And then there?s the issue of his older cousin Kathy?s mysterious death some
years back. As things grow more and more tense, David starts to wonder?is there
something else that his family is trying to hide from?

Morning Noon & Night
The spellbinding sequel to Sidney Sheldon’s MASTER OF THE GAME, one of the
most glamorous and suspenseful tales ever told

If Tomorrow Comes
From New York to California, from the prosperity of the aeronautical industry to the
glitter and glamour of Hollywood, multimillionaire Jonas Cord and sensuous film
star Rina Marlow discover a world of forbidden secrets, intrigue, ambitions, and
passion. Reprint.

Killer's Cousin
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Kate Blackwell is the symbol of success—a beautiful woman who has parlayed her
inheritance into an international conglomerate. Now, celebrating her 90th birthday,
Kate surveys the family she has manipulated, dominated, and loved: the fair and
the grotesque, the mad and the mild, the good and the evil—her winnings in life.

Master of the Game
"A good mother does not run from her child's home. She always stays and fights."
Titilope Ojo left Nigeria for the United States over a decade ago, but her mother's
words remain fresh in her mind. Titilope is married to Tomide, a handsome and
charismatic man who she is afraid of. She spends each day anticipating his moods
and lives in fear of offending him. She takes great care to try and love him just the
way he wants, but will it ever be enough? As life continues to spiral out of control,
Titilope finds herself alone at a crossroad where she must choose between duty
and survival.

The Doomsday Conspiracy
Los Angeles private eye Elvis Cole is hired by a famous television star to find her
biological parents, and is drawn into a frightening web of deceit and danger when
he discovers that the long-ago adoption was kept secret for a very good reason.
From the author of The Monkey's Raincoat and Free Fall.

Chasing Butterflies
How far would you go to protect the ones you love?

Time Management
Through his adventures away from home Drippy the Raindrop learns about the
love of family.

The Sands of Time
Four women leave their Spanish convent and enter an alien world of uncertainty,
romance, and suspense.

Daughters Who Walk This Path
The master storyteller’s legacy continues. An elusive and shadowy killer is on the
prowl, codenamed the Angel of Death.

Ice Hunt
From the winner of the 2006 Marian Engel Award comes a funny, absorbing and
timely novel about fear in our time. On a spring day in 2004, Jane Z. a physician’s
wife and mother of a teenage son, opens her morning newspaper and is shocked to
see a familiar face on the front page. Sonia, a lost friend accused of terrorism, has
just been released after twenty years in prison. It all comes flooding back to Jane,
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how twenty years before her life took a very different course. At nineteen, Jane
rents a room in a shared student house with a mismatched trio of idealists: Sonia,
who yearns to save the world’s children from nuclear war; the Marxist-leaning
Dieter; and the anarcho-feminist-pacifist Pete. A bookish misfit, her radical
housemates quickly draw Jane into NAG!, a non-violent, anti-nuclear direct action
group. To Jane, who is studying Russian and Russian literature, her compatriots,
with their utopian dreams and youthful pathos, soon seem Chekhovian to her.
Meanwhile, NAG! plans its most ambitious action, crossing the border into the
United States to chain themselves to the Boeing factory fence. Tension increases
as the group mounts each successive protest, until a bomb explodes and changes
everything. The Sky Is Falling deftly intertwines themes of first love, sexual
confusion, and the dread of nuclear disaster with the comical infighting of a cast of
well-meaning political activists, and the timelessness of the great Russian classics.
A story for our own age of paranoia and terror, Caroline Adderson’s witty,
accomplished novel returns the reader to another fearful era, when the world
teetered on the brink of nuclear annihilation and the end of world seemed
inevitable.

Plantation
Following the success of the New York Times bestseller Sidney Sheldon's Mistress
of the Game, this sweeping tale of love and betrayal, vengeance and redemption,
will leave you racing to its shocking, triumphant end What happens when a woman
who has everything loses everything? And when a woman who has nothing realizes
she has nothing to lose? Blessed with the face of an angel and the guileless,
trusting nature of a child, Grace Brookstein is the prized wife of the king of Wall
Street, Lenny Brookstein. A billionaire many times over, with estates around the
world, a fleet of yachts, and a life that is the stuff of fantasies, the revered financial
wizard made his fortune tending the nest eggs of ordinary people—the elderly,
blue-collar workers, small charities, and working families struggling to make a
better life for themselves and their children. The embodiment of America
itself—ambitious, hardworking, generous, and warmhearted—Lenny is a fixture of
the business pages and the society columns, where he and Grace are celebrated
for their philanthropic contributions and their lavish annual fund-raising ball.
Despite the stock market's terrifying collapse, the Brooksteins' glamorous lifestyle
of Palm Beach polo tournaments and G5 jets remains untouched—until the day
Lenny goes sailing from their Nantucket beach estate and never comes home.
When his abandoned yacht is found far out at sea, Grace is devastated. Lenny was
her world. She has no idea that his disappearance is just the beginning of a dark,
terrifying nightmare of murder, lies, greed, and betrayal that will shatter her life
and destroy everything she has ever known. . . . Before she can begin to grieve,
the shocking news breaks that the $75 billion invested in Quorum, Lenny's hedge
fund, is gone—and everyone believes that Grace has stolen the money. Overnight,
the delicate beauty who was once the toast of moneyed society has become a
reviled modern-day Marie Antoinette, alone and power-less to stop her infamous
fall. Grace is certain someone is framing her, and she'll do whatever it takes to
prove it, even if it means taking the law into her own hands. Surrounded by
enemies, with no one to turn to, Grace must learn to rely on herself—a bold,
dangerous journey that will transform her in ways she never thought possible and
lead her to a startling new life. Filled with the passion, glamour, twists, and driving
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suspense that made Sidney Sheldon a bestselling legend, Sidney Sheldon's After
the Darkness is an entertaining thrill ride that continues the grand tradition set by
the master himself.

A Stranger in the Mirror
Daughters Who Walk This Path depicts the dramatic coming of age of Morayo, a
spirited and intelligent girl growing up in 1980s Ibadan who is thrust into a web of
oppressive silence woven by the adults around her. It's a legacy of silence many
women in Morayo's family share. Only Aunty Morenike-once protected by her own
mother-provides Morayo with a safe home, and a sense of female community
which sustains Morayo as she grows into a young woman in bustling, politically
charged, often violent Nigeria.

The Sky Is Falling
Author of over a dozen bestsellers, Academy Award-winning screenwriter, and
creator of some of television's greatest hits, Sheldon has seen and done it all, and
now in this candid memoir, he shares his story for the first time.
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